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voting
What is it?

A quick and effi cient way of processing votation sessions on events and display results live on a screen.

Our voting equipment allows an accurate treament of collected data in vottation sessions and works in a very easy way, 
as a keypad is given to the audience at the beginning of a session and as soon as a question is placed, participants 
can vote by simply press a button.

All data is treated and displayed instantly, which creates interaction and approximation between speakers and 
audience, enhancing the dynamics of presentations.

What are the requirements?

Depending on how the votation will be integrated in the event, we can assure the need for the following equipment:

- voting keypads in variable quantities;
- computer with software and wireless base for the keypads;
- video switcher - in cases where it is necessary to switch between contents on a screen.

The presence of a technician to manage the service is also an essential requirement.
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How does it work?

We can insert the vote in the event in several ways, each case having to be previously studied with
ServicePack in order to choose the most confortable solution for the client.

Among the most frequently performed options we highlight the following:

OPTION 1: 
The voting session may be part of the speaker’s own presentation.
Usually this method is used in lectures where the voting happens sequentially, that is to say, it is integrated into the 
speaker’s own presentation, without significant interruptions on screen to vote or to show voting results.

OPTION 2:
Multiple video projection - presentation slides and voting results are shown in different screens.
In this case, there is a “main” screen and other just to display contents regarding voting.

OPTION 3:
Voting only - there is no “main” presentation per se and only voting content is displayed.

Other relevant information:

- The delivery and collection of keypads are at client’s responsibility, al;
- The voting programming is done by a technician assigned to the service, and it is necessary for us to have the 
questions within at least 48 hours before the event.
- If the customer so wishes, at the end of the event it is possible to deliver a report with the final results of the votes.

If you need further clarification, please feel free to contact 
us by one of our contact means.


